Airlink™ GX400/GX440
Multi-Purpose Intelligent Gateway

High-Performance, Modular Platform for Mobile and Fixed Environments

Small, rugged form factor, multiple interfaces and standard GPS provide high-value versatility for any location-aware application. With 3G/4G LTE mobile broadband connectivity, designed with versatility and flexibility in mind, the GX400/GX440 is designed for use in mobile environments (AVL, fleet tracking, field service, public safety) or fixed (industrial, utilities, security, enterprise, point-of-sale). A powerful ARM 11 micro-processor with the inclusion of an expansion slot offer support for additional connection or communication options.

Powered by ALEOS™ embedded intelligence and managed by the AirLink Management Services, the GX400/GX440 is a “one device fits all” solution that allows customers to deploy and manage the same device for multiple applications, simplifying deployment and management.

The GX440 is the first fully LTE gateway on the Verizon network. Contact Richardson RFPD support for more details.

---

Power supply included; Supplies are interchangeable and can be ordered separately: AC power supply PN: 2700384 DC power supply PN: 2000380

Antennas ordered separately: C: Main Cellular  D: Diversity  G: GPS
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